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Answer all question: Examples are part and parcel of your work: Avoid copying and pasting.  

1. With examples examine seven challenges facing Tanzania in combating with eruptive 

diseases and other diseases like HIV/AIDS.  

2. How East Africa countries and neighboring nations are currently affecte3d by natural 

disasters and what measures are taken to prevent more harm? 

3. Analyse seven challenges scaring the EAC in recent  five years.  

4. Explain how All defend its members from external threats and domination (six  

points)  

5. What is the usefulness of Tanzania being a chair – country of SADC from 2019 to 

2020? (six points)  

6. Explain in details the Tanzania foreign policy   

7. Describe seven importance of using home technology in times like this of corona 

disease.  

8. What are hindrances facing free and fair elections in most of sub – Saharan countries 

seven points.   

9. Despite an impressive human rights record Tanzania still suffer from instants human 

rights abuse. Use seven points to validate this statement  

10. Examine the importance of life skills to the youth in Tanzania 



11. Explain six moral issues and six current issues that you have encountered during  this 

period of world cries of Colona aid on each give your own opinion or suggestions  

12. Although Mwl Nyerere died in 1999, he is still living among Tanzania and other 

Africans Justify using seven points. 

13. With examples explain six function of the commission for human rights and good 

governance in Tanzania 

14. How Tanzania society can overcome the problem of forced and eaerly marriage (six 

points)  

15. From your personal understanding explain the main reasons for Africa and Tanzania 

in particular is still poor.  

16. What are the cods of election that can help Tanzania to have democratic election in 

2020.  

17. Show relevancy of Nkurumah’s  philosophy in Tanzania  

18. Describe six side effect of religion among people  

19. Suggest seven ways to rescue Africa countries from civil wars and terrorist attacks  

20. What facilitate  wide spread of drugs trafficking and use (6 points)  

21. Show 6 advantages that Tanzania gets from being a member of EAC  

22. Explain how Tanzania benefit from bilateral relationship with China and USA  

23. How general studies are real general studies? Seven points  

24. Tanzania has advanced in women empowerment in recent years. Prove this 

statement using six points.  

25. Cybercrime is one of the challenges facing many youths in Tanzania. Use seven points 

to suggest how the government  of  Tanzania  can fight  cybercrime in the country  



26. Explain six achievement attained by the Tanzania government in promoting social 

economic development in the country.  

27. Examine the effectiveness of using representative democracy in most African 

countries including Tanzania.  

 

 

 




